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THE RIVER

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Imagine we are a community along this river with a beautiful waterfall near by. One summer we discover that the youth in the community are floating the river and falling over the waterfall. Some are dying, some are struggling with injuries. This continues across the summer and every week we have more and more youth falling, the community is scared and concerned for our youth. Our initial reaction might be to send a team to the bottom of the waterfall.



THE RIVER

Treatment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This would be our treatment team we are doing our best to pull those who are falling from the bottom of the waterfall immediately. This team would be administering emergency care with an ambulance and doing their best to reduce longterm damages from the falls, and getting those who have already been over the falls rehabilitated to the best of our ability. As we start to get  this under control we would send out a second team 



THE RIVER

Intervention

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This team would be our intervention team. The team would deploy safety nets at the top of falls and monitor the falls doing their best to get as many kids from the top of the falls as possible. Harm Reduction. Here we want to reduce the harm that is being done to students. THEY ARE STILL IN THE RIVER,  we are just reducing their risk of harm or death. We have to at



THE RIVER

Prevention

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Beyond our treatment and intervention teams we would hope our community would also see the importance of getting ahead of the falls and putting a team in place further up the river. This team would focus on understanding why our youth are getting into the river in the first place. We would do our best to understand what the issues are, we develop a plan to put signs in place we implement swimming lessons for youth across the county, we would put up additional fences along the river to block off the dangerous areas. This is the work of Communities that Care.



40 Years of Prevention Science 
Research Advances

• Discovery of risk and protective factors that 
predict substance use problems

• As a result of understanding these predictors, 
over 80 prevention programs and policies have 
been shown to prevent substance use problems

• Communities are an effective organizing force for 
bringing effective policies and programs to scale 
to improve the public health 

6

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JaclynnRico Catalano (an esteemed professor at UW) recently told me that from the vantage point of a guy approaching retirement, its great to see that prevention science has made such incredible progress. In the span of a single academic career, we’ve gone from finding that nothing we were doing works to effective prevention programs!The field has identified longitudinal predictors …Programs have been designed and tested that work!…Finally we have reliable evidence that coalitions can make a difference…



A la rge tria l of Communities Tha t 
Care produced reductions in drug use 
and delinquency by 8th grade.

Communities That Care = 
Powerful Results

• 33% tobacco
• 32% alcohol
• 25% delinquent 

behavior

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JaclynnHow do we know that CTC is so effective?3 key pointsA large, randomized controlled trial of CTC followed a panel of over 4,400 young people (representing all 5th grade students in 24 communities across 7 states) , from 5th grade forward through high school. (and are actually still following them into young adulthood now) 12 CTC communities and 12 control communities2. By the end of 8th grade 33% fewer in CTC communities had begun smoking, 32% fewer had begun to drink alcohol, and 25% fewer had initiated delinquent behavior.  These results were sustained thru high school (Significant reductions in smoking, drinking and delinquency initiation in the CTC communities  continued through high school), and the initiation of violent behavior was  significantly reduced in 10th and 12th grades  as well. Community-level effect!3.  When you care about meaningful change, measurable outcomes and major positive impact, this is the scientific rigor and the results you want to seeCTC is a prevention system that’s been making a difference in communities since the early 1990’s. It’s currently at work in over 100 communities across the US.  What you see on the slide are the kind of results that CTC gets in communities that have participated in it—the results of a ten-year controlled, randomized trial.The CTC process works and CO was part of the 7 states involved in that trial.What questions do you have?Refer them to the research briefs in the folder. Probably will not include in folder.



Cost Benefit Summary

Communities That Care is Cost-Beneficial –
even when effect sizes are reduced by 50%
• For every $1 spent $5.30 return on 

investment
• Low risk of negative investment return—

likely to get a benefit 99 times out of 100

Washington State Institute for Public Policy, 2016
http://www.wsipp.wa.gov/BenefitCost

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JaclynnWhen looking at the cost/benefit of rolling out this process. There has been a high quality study of the costs and benefits of CTC -- This is summarized in the research brief in your folders. Great news, you already have funding to start this process and we are requesting additional funds for implementation. 



MONTANA COMMUNITIES 
THAT CARE



THE COMPONENTS OF  
COMMUNITIES THAT CARE

Community Based 
Prevention 
Framework
• Community owned and operated.

• Principles of prevention science.

Critical Elements
• Public health approach 

• Community owned and operated

• Data driven

• Evidence based

• Outcome focused

• It works. 

Organization
• 3 key groups

• 5 phase process

Foundations
• 1. Prevention Science

• Risk Factors
• Protective Factors

• Social Development Strategy

• Tested and Effective Programs 
and Policies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Move to Question and Answer space of presentation.



“

”
TO 

PREVENT A 
PROBLEM 
BEFORE IT 
HAPPENS 

YOU MUST 
CHANGE…

A. The problem.

B. The predictors of the 
problem.

C. The laws that affect 
the problem.



How it works

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sloane: OK, so we see how CTC is organized.  Now let’s talk about how it works!  The CTC process involves 5 phases.  Phase 1: GET STARTED is where you do all the behind the scenes work to activate your community to start the process.  In Phase 1 it’s essential that key leaders support  bringing  CTC to the community.  They in turn invite a diverse group of stakeholders who care about youth to get involved.Phase 2: GET ORGANIZED is where you build a coalition or a Community Board.  Or if you have a existing coalition in the community that is doing well you may invite them to take on the CTC process.  In Phase 2, this coalition will learn about prevention science, write a vision statement, form Work Groups, and do all the initial planning necessary to take the next steps.Phase 3: DEVELOP COMMUNITY PROFILE is all the assessment work in CTC.  First you look at the data about the youth in your community in order to select priorities.  What are the health and behavior problems is most need for attention.  What are the risk and protective factors for action.  You’ll also take a look at the resources in your community to find out where there are already things that are already working well to support those priorities and where there are some gaps in services that CTC could do a lot to help.Phase 4: CREATE A PLAN is where you pull all this work together in order to write an action plan for your community’s prevention work.  You’ll compile the assessment information and select tested and effective programs and policies that address the priorities AND fill those resource gaps you found during the Phase 3 assessment processPhase 5: IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION is where all your planning gets turned into action.  You’ll implement those tested and effective programs and policies.  You’ll deliver them with high quality.  You’ll monitor them to ensure they are being delivered well.  You’ll celebrate successes!  And you’ll track your changes overtime to see that your making the changes in children's health and well being that you planned for.  But remember Phase 5 is not the last phase.  Because CTC is a continuous process of improvement.  You will revisit all these phases over the years to continue improving the health and well being of your children.  Check for understanding: How are we feeling about the 5 phases of CTC?  by show of thumbs up I’ve got it! Thumbs down I don’t get it! Wavy hand I’m not sure???



Milestones & Benchmarks

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the things that we know is that, in order to get the results you expect from a proven approach like CTC, we need to stay true to the model! (the prevention science community calls this ‘fidelity’)How will we do that? The good news is that we have a great system in place, grounded in the CTC Milestones & Benchmarks!  The M&Bs are the roadmap for getting through each phase.  Using this tool allows all of us to work together while singing off the same music – using the many checks and balances offered by the milestones and benchmarks for each phase.  You also have support from from the UW Center for CTC. 



How it’s organized

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dannelle:Go through how CTC is organized. This is the typical org chart of a CTC community.  Discuss roles of community board, Key Leaders, EC, workgroups, and Facilitators.Organizing a CTC planning effort in a community takes commitment and dedication to be successful.  It also relies on a high functioning team.  One of the backbones of a high functioning team is a organizational structure that works. The CTC organizational structure includes four things: First: Key Leaders.  They champion the process, and provide oversight.  They also provide leadership and key resources.  The second key piece is a Community Board and its Work Groups.  The Board typically consists of 15-40 members and represents all the sectors that have a stake in healthy youth.  From schools to law enforcement & government, from social services and healthcare providers to the business community and the media.  And it also includes community residents, youth , parents, and the faith community.  Keep in mind that this is a working board organized into Work Groups that complete all the tasks necessary to make it work.  The third part involves the community at large.  They provide ongoing support throughout all the phases of CTC.  They have historical knowledge.  They provide contacts and information data to make CTC a success.  Communicating with them is a major task of the Board.  All kinds of communities use this structure.  And it works.And finally, look over here on the left hand side, what do you see? The CTC Coordinator/Facilitator.  Why do you think it’s over here on the side, and not on top?  It’s because this process is called “Communities That Care” not the “Coordinator Who Cares.” This person supports the Community Board and the Key Leaders to do the work, including organizing and leading CTC workshops and working with the Board to ensure they do what’s needed to make CTC successful in their community! Doesn’t do all the work but helps facilitate the process.Ok that’s everything about the structure.  What are your questions about CTC’s structure?



“

”
HOW CAN 

ADDRESSING 
RISK FACTORS 

GIVE YOU 
MORE BANG 

FOR YOUR 
BUCK?

A. They can help a community find the 
young people at highest risk and focus 
prevention efforts specifically on them. 

B. They are cheaper to address than 
problems.

C. Many risk factors predict multiple 
problems, so reducing one risk factor can 
impact not just one but several health and 
behavior problems. 



Risk and Protective Factors

• Risk Factors –
predictors of problem 
behavior in 
adolescence

• Protective Factors –
buffer against risk 
factors

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JaclynnSo what do we really mean by risk and protective factors?  what are they?  this is how they are defined.  Prevention science, looking at risk and protective factors and their influence on a myriad of outcomesWhat are risk and protective factors?  Here it is in a nutshell!What does a risk factor do?  (wait for an answer – something like, it increases the likelihood of health/behavior problems)  Please keep in mind that risk factors are PREDICTIVE, NOT PRESCRIPTIVE.  A child is not condemned to failure if they have a risk factor in their life … but it does increase the likelihood of these health/behavior problems.What does a protective factor do?  (wait for an answer – something like, it buffers against those risks and helps promote healthy development)Why are risk and protective factors so important? (wait for an answer – along the lines of this:  If you want to prevent a health and behavior problem before it happens you need to know the risk factors that predict the problem and the protective factors that buffer one from the problem). Understanding risk & protective factors is one of the key foundations of the CTC process.  (Share a personal example to relate to like blood sugar handling issues)



“

”
WHEN ARE 

YOUNG PEOPLE 
MORE LIKELY TO 
FOLLOW YOUR 
COMMUNITY’S 

CLEAR 
STANDARDS 

FOR 
BEHAVIOR?

A. When they know they’ll be 
punished if they don’t.

B. When they feel a sense of 
bonding or attachment to the 
people providing the standards.

C. When different adults explain 
the standards in different ways. 



Social Development Strategy –
5 Elements of Protection

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Coach: JaclynnLet’s start with the positive – the protective factors!  CTC summarizes protection in a strategy for action called the Social Development Strategy.It’s important to share this model because this is what every adult can do on their own and with those they work with-adults and youth. The social development strategy highlights the importance of providing Opportunities, skills and recognition for young people. When children are provided these 3 things, they begin to develop a sense of bonding and attachment to the people or institutions that provide them!  And when they have a sense of bonding and attachment, they will be motivated to abide by the clear standards for behavior you share with them!  All this leads down the road to healthy behaviors. With these elements in place, young people can be successful and contributing. 



LINCOLN COUNTY CTC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
-Lincoln County CTC is unique in that we are implementing the process in 3 communities at one time. CTC communities are able to share some of the data collection, resources, and trainings as we start doing work groups and onboarding new members. It is also a great opportunity for a little healthy completion between communities! -Lincoln County CTC has Libby, Troy, and the Tobacco Valley (Eureka). The Tobacco Valley CTC wanted to rename their group to reflect the entire area that they embrace! This was a great step in for the community by the community. We also asked county organizations to have a person in each group. For example: The Health Department has a person in each of the 3 groups. They chose which group on where they lived, what community was “their connection”, or maybe where their office was. Other organizations let their employees pick which community they wanted to participate in. We do have some people that participate in all 3 communities. We also celebrate that 1 county might be ahead of some groups and don’t worry about that. This summer, along with 2 other coalitions, we had an event in the park where we shared a meal, games, and the ability to enjoy seeing and meeting new people. Each group was able to celebrate some of the wins for the past year! It was a great tool to recruit too!



WHY DO CTC IN MY COMMUNITY?

• Engage all sectors in a well thought out process that is like a dot to dot and 
not an obstacle coarse

• It is consistently reflective of your community
• Able to see gaps in the community and how to fill them
• Build coalition already established in communities
• People can do as much as they want/time/comfortable with
• Tools they learn can be used in all areas 



HIGH AND LOWS
Lows
• 3 communities at once is tough
• Communication is a must
• With COVID, members have changed constantly and onboarding is harder

Highs
• Communities are seeing data in a whole new way
• Community members want to get things done and come up with awesome 

ideas
• Members recruit members from excitement
• Group is talking about sustainability 
• Milestones and benchmarks



THE COMPONENTS OF  
COMMUNITIES THAT CARE

Community Based 
Prevention 
Framework
• Community owned and operated.

• Principles of prevention science.

Critical Elements
• Public health approach 

• Community owned and operated

• Data driven

• Evidence based

• Outcome focused

• It works. 

Organization
• 3 key groups

• 5 phase process

Foundations
• 1. Prevention Science

• Risk Factors
• Protective Factors

• Social Development Strategy

• Tested and Effective Programs 
and Policies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Move to Question and Answer space of presentation.



CONTACT INFORMATION
HTTPS://WWW.COMMUNITIESTHATCARE.NET/ABOUT/

Sloane Real Bird
Communities That Care Coach/ One 

Health Grants Coalition Manager
406-294-0045

sloane.realbird@onechc.org

Kathleen Sheffield
WMMHC/PFS Grant/CTC Facilitator

406-291-7171
ksheffield@wmmhc.org
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